Weekly Challenges
Week 4+: Aug 23-31

1. **DISCOVER** points of interest related to Native American and indigenous history on campus with the Indigenous UO campus map: [https://map.uoregon.edu/indigenous](https://map.uoregon.edu/indigenous)

2. **EXPERIENCE** the *Racing to Change* exhibit **online** if you missed the guided tour of Eugene’s civil rights history at the Museum of Natural and Cultural History:
   - Exhibit: [https://mnchexhibits.uoregon.edu/racing-to-change/](https://mnchexhibits.uoregon.edu/racing-to-change/)
   **Attend the exhibition for free with a UO ID: Thurs-Sun through Sept**

3. **TURN** your inclusion ideas into reality by applying for resources from the **VPFA Ducks for Diversity** fund: Apply in less than three minutes! [https://vpfa.uoregon.edu/vpfa-ducks-diversity](https://vpfa.uoregon.edu/vpfa-ducks-diversity)

4. **LEARN** about vaccine equity in Oregon and CDC efforts to overcome access and acceptance barriers affecting racial and ethnic minority groups:
   - **Oregon** (see race and ethnicity tab): [https://tabsoft.co/3srHLpW](https://tabsoft.co/3srHLpW)

5. **USE** the UO website to find an underrepresented group, organization, opportunity that you think deserves more attention. Share this with your diversity committee member or send to [vpfadiversity@uoregon.edu](mailto:vpfadiversity@uoregon.edu).

6. **THINK** back over the past month of activities. What have you learned? Which ideas are you looking forward to investigating further? **(The webpage and resources will remain online)**

7. **COMMIT** to regularly exploring inclusion issues. Try picking a repeatable activity or inclusion-centered website, pundit, podcast, or media outlet and then add a 30-min standing item to your weekly calendar or work routine. Spend time exploring something new you find there.

**IN-PERSON AND VIRTUAL ACTIVITIES: Aug 23-31 (last chance)**

- **Tues, Aug 24, 9-9:45am**: Guided tour of the Black Lives Matter Artists Grant Program Exhibition, JSMA (repeat tour; masks required).
- **Tues Aug 24, 2:30-3:30pm**: Understanding Tribal History/Shared History, April Campbell and Brent Spencer, Office of Indian Education (**virtual**).
- **Thurs, Aug 26, 10-11am**: Women’s History in the Campus Built Environment, Ivy Pitts, Campus Planning and Jane Brubaker, CPFM Facilities (repeat; EMU amphitheater).
- **Any time before Sept 1**: Complete an in-person or virtual scavenger hunt and be in line for a swag bag!

**Register in MyTrack or contact Debbie Sharp at dsharp@uoregon.edu/541-346-3096 to sign up**